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Value % Change

SGX NIFTY 10,696.00 1.05%

22,886.50 1.50%

HANG SENG 25,462.26 0.07%

Sensex 35,162.48 0.85%

Nifty 10,584.75 0.69%

Events Today DOW 25,798.42 2.17%

NASDAQ 7,645.49 2.89%

Result CAC 5,173.05 1.53%

5PAISA DAX 11,776.55 1.40%

ACC FTSE 7,059.40 0.43%

BIRLAMONEY EW ALL SHARE 18,341.42 1.04%

CYIENT

DCBBANK

HAVELLS Value % Change

MINDTREE 1225.60 -0.45%

MPHASIS 14.65 -0.38%

NIITTECH 81.49 0.10%

RELIANCE 238.00 -0.46%

RESPONIND 73.47 -0.47%

85.12 -0.53%

97.14 -0.08%
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Quote of the Day  :  "Develop success from failures. Discouragement and failure are two of the surest stepping 

stones to success." 

CRUDEOIL

Commodity Price ( Yesterday Closing )

GOLD

NATURALGAS

Commodity/Currencies

SILVER

RS./DOLLAR

RS./EURO

% Change in 1 day

RS./POUND

Please refer to page no 6 for Bulk deals, 

Dividends, Bonus, Spilts, Buyback.

Market Outlook

NIKKIE

Yesterday Closing Market

% Change in 1 day

Yesterday, Nifty opened in positive at 10550

and made a high of 10604 and from there it

made a low of 10525 and closed in positive at

10584 after gaining 72.25 points. On sectoral

front all the sector traded positive such as

AUTO,FMCG, PSU BANK ,PVT BANK,REALTY

,FIN SERVICE,  MEDIA ,METALS , PHARMA and

IT. On Volatility front India VIX fell down by -

7.92% to 17.38. 

Buying at lower levels and some relief on the

macro data front boosted the confidence of

market participants to continue with their long

positions. Nifty is gradually heading towards

our mentioned target. We mentioned, " A

decisive breakout above 10540 levels, can

push it higher towards 10640 and 10755

levels", this is unfolding nicely. While on the

downside support has shifted higher to 10,450

levels. 

Morning Traded Market 

                          Nifty Intraday Chart                   Market

Market

KEY LEVELS

Support 1 :10450
Support 2 : 10390

Resistance1:10640
Resistance 2 :10755

Investor Buy(Cr.) Sale(Cr.) Net(Cr.)

16-Oct-18 3941 5107 (1166)

Oct-18 56960 75915 (18955)

2018 1046724 1113521 (66797)

Investor Buy(Cr.) Sale(Cr.) Net(Cr.)

16-Oct-18 3781 2722 1059 

Oct-18 52751 35895 16856 

2018 777544 678746 98798 

Institutional Turnover

FII

DII



IEA Snapshot

"ACCUMULATE"

"BUY"

"BUY"

NEUTRAL

"BUY"

"Q2FY19E"

"BUY"

Assets quality remained stable however exposure to IL&FS group, one EPC A/C under watchlist and Kerala flood impact remains hangover for next quarter.

Management believes Kerala flood would impact Rs 350 Cr on the book either through restructuring or NPA. However we remain cautious as uncertainty still

lies there. Management has increased the retail slippages guidance by Rs 50 Cr per quarter in FY19. Operating profitability remained muted due to lower NIM

and lower treasury performance. Momentum in advances growth has remained positive. NIM is expected to remain under pressure due to rise in cost of

deposits. We maintain our higher credit cost estimates for FY19 as we are apprehensive on assets quality going forward. Hence earnings for FY19 are expected

to remain under pressure. We largely maintain our PAT estimates for FY19 as well as for FY20. Stock is trading at discounting valuation. We value the stock at

0.55x P/BV FY20e to arrive at target price of Rs 18. We maintain BUY.

SOUTHBANK 17th October 2018

17th October 2018

Slippages from Kerala flood was in line with management guidance. The full year guidance of slippages and credit cost was intact and management expects to

exist with 1% RoA in 4Q FY19. NIM remained stable during the quarter but concern still remains on increasing cost of fund. Total stress assets were stable at 2%

QoQ. Fee income showed strong traction during the quarter and management expects the momentum to continue going ahead. C/I ratio also showed sign of

improvement and we expect downward movement in C/I ratio. Bank has been consistently delivering strong growth on loan book on the back of increase in

market share in corporate loan. Going forward we remain cautious on assets quality and NIM performance. We largely maintain our FY19 earnings estimates

but increases FY20 earnings estimates by 6% due to improving operational efficiency. We maintain BUY with the target price of Rs 93 at 1.25x P/BV FY20e.

HEROMOTOCO

EBITDA margin continued to sustain over 15% despite rising commodity prices and heavy discounting practices in the industry. Price hikes and higher sales of

spare parts led to 3%YoY increase in realisation during the quarter. The management guided for 8-10%YoY volume growth for the ongoing festive season and

FY19 also. IRDA’s decision to make long-term personal accidental cover optional (earlier mandatory for 5 years) will stimulate the suppressed demand. The

125cc scooter segment continued to grow faster than 110cc scooters so the company will launch one 125cc scooter by the first week of November. Rural

growth continues to outpace urban and Hero Motocorp will remain a larger beneficiary of demand shift towards entry-level motorcycles as fuel prices continue

to be on the higher side. Going ahead the growth will be supported by new launches, the recent increase in MSP coupled with margin improvement led by price

hikes and operating leverage benefit. Margin appears in control and current weakness in price provides a good entry opportunity. Hence we change our rating

from Neutral to Accumulate and retain our price target of Rs.3217 (15x FY20e EPS).

FEDERALBNK 17th October 2018
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AUBANK 16th October 2018

AU BANK is one of the fast growing SFBs; it has grown at a CAGR of 42% YoY over the last 2 years. It has scaled up its CASA deposits and replaced high cost

borrowings with lower cost deposits. Though strong underwriting and effective supervision has kept the asset quality in check, going ahead with strong growth

in wholesale segment, we are bit cautious on the asset quality front. Under penetrated markets, recent capital infusion, up-gradation in credit rating,

diversification into a new geography/new products and the capability to build robust & granular deposit base will drive growth for AUBANK. Factoring warrant

issue in our estimates our book value has increased. AUBANK is trading at premium valuation and considering liquidity issues in NBFCs space (13% exposure)

and SME issues we are NEUTRAL on the stock at 4.5x P/BV FY20e with target price of Rs 629.

TATAELXSI 16th October 2018

*For details, refer to our daily report- India Equity Analytics

Earnings of the domestic oil producers (like ONGC and Oil India) are expected to remain robust in upcoming quarters on the back of higher realization and lack

of subsidy sharing with OMC’s. In this space ONGC remains our preferred pick. On the other hand, considering ongoing margin pressure in OMC’s, we maintain

our NEUTRAL rating in Oil Marketing companies like IOCL, BPCL and MRPL. In gas distribution space, we are optimistic on long term volume growth of these

companies led by the growing attractiveness of gas as alternate fuel, despite short term margin pressure. GSPL, MGL, AEGISCHEM remains our preferable picks.

INDUSINDBANK 16th October 2018

NIM has been under pressure due to significant rise in cost of deposits, whereas yield has been increasing with lag effects due to large share of fixed interest

rate loan in consumer finance. NIM is expected to remain under pressure in short term. Loan book growth of 32% has been on surprising side. Growth was

primarily driven by corporate book. Deposits growth has moderated due to liquidity issue. Overall assets quality has remained stable but exposure to IL&FS

group remains a hangover. Proactively management provided provision of Rs 275 Cr despite the assets being standard during the quarter. We reduce our PAT

estimate for FY19 by 5% factoring one-offs provisions and NIM compression. We maintain BUY on IIB with the target price of Rs 2014 (3.7x P/BV FY20e).

We expect TATA ELXSI to report revenue growth of 20% for FY19E led by continued momentum in automotive segment, new opportunities in android & OTT

space (Broadcast) and continued traction from smaller segments like communication & Medical. However, recent challenges faced by the JLR (largest client in

automotive segment) due to increase in tariff in UK and slower than expected sales from China will result in near term overhang in the TATA ELXSI performance.

Also post management commentary, we have reduced our EBITDA margin estimate from 26.5% to 25.7% as management is planning for further addition in its

workforce in FY19. We expect TATAELXSI to post 17.7% revenue CAGR over (FY18-20E).However due to JLR issue (21% of revenue) and margin reduction we

have changed our EPS multiple from 26 times to 24times. Thus, we value the stock for 1 year investment target at Rs1312 (24x FY20e EPS) and recommend BUY.

RESULT PREVIEW -  Oil and Gas 16th October 2018
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Management Concalls Update:

Concall Highlights-SOUTHBANK:

Mgmt- V G Mathew CEO&MD, V A Joseph VP, Chitra CFO

 Management focus on MSME and retail space to target growth at 18% in FY19, management might decrease the collateral %
against loans to generate more leads in the respective spaces.

 SOUTHBANK has exposure on 3 accounts in IL&FS infrastructure conglomerate space and prudential provision of Rs 20 Cr has
been made so far.

 Management targets deposit growth and to decrease cost to income ratio by targeting CASA to 30%, out of which 50% of
total regions i.e. 10 regions have achieved the target and management is concentrating on rest of the 10 regions to get the
targets in line.

 Management targets recovery of around Rs 300 Cr in the upcoming 2 quarters which will be majorly from large corporate
and MSME sector.

 NIM might increase 10-20bps in the upcoming quarters as there was an increase in MCLR lending rates made in 1QFY19 and
2QFY19 and to provide loans at higher rates against less collateral coverage.

 Out of Rs 7194 Cr advances affected in Kerala flood management expects Rs 200 Cr slippages from Rs 500 Cr which is said to
be restructured in upcoming quarters.

 18 branches got affected in Kerala flood and no capital expenditure is made as insurance coverage is available for most of
the branches and 4 branches will have operating expenses out of which 3 branches are in coastal areas.

Concall Highlights -IBULHSGFIN

VC & MD- Mr Gagan Banga, CFO- Mr Mukesh Garg

 Liquidity management is the key operating principal for IBULHSGFIN. Company continues to operate with sufficient liquidity
of 5-6 months of debt repayment. As at September end liquid assets is Rs 21250 Cr on balance sheet.

 The ALM is positive for IBULHSGFIN. Assets maturing upto 12 months is 31% and liability maturing is 26% as at September
end.

 Commercial Paper outstanding is at Rs 15000 Cr. 30% of the borrowings come from Mutual Funds.
 Management will not chase the growth in short term rather will focus on liquidity management. Management targets to

grow at 20% going forward.
 Management stated that internally they have moved to LCR framework as prescribed to banks in FY17 only and LCR for

IBULHSGFIN is at 40% for 30 days outflow.
 In the last 3 weeks of September, company borrowed from market and sell down portfolio to the tune of Rs 3470 Cr.
 Rs 580 Cr bond paper of IBULHSGFIN has been traded in past 3 weeks representing no squeeze of bond paper of

IBULHSGFIN.
 Total sell down was Rs 4660 Cr during the 1H FY19 and management targets to sell down Rs 8000 Cr in 2H FY19.
 Management believes that improving economy with strong regulatory and Government policy delivery will be important for

regaining confidence in the industry.
 NHB has increased the refinance facility for HFC from Rs 24000 Cr to Rs 30000 Cr.
 Management stated that sales and launches in mid market segment has picked up well recently and this is the key focus area

of IBULHSGFIN.
 Spread on loan book is at 324 bps within the guided range of 300-325 bps.
 Management continue to convert fixed rate bond into floating rate through interest rate swap and management saved 90

bps cost in the process in short term.
 Total provisions including stage 1,2 & and adhoc provisions are at 168% (Rs 1670 Cr) of GNPA.
 Experiential LGD is 25% and provisions on stage 3 is Rs 250 Cr. Adhoc provisions is at Rs 1050 Cr and management intends to

maintain this provision going forward.
 Over 70% of the corporate book is supported by LRD.
 Disbursement for the quarter is Rs 11034 Cr. Under which home segment is Rs 6116 Cr, LAP is Rs 1869 Cr and Project is Rs
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Management Concalls Update:

Federal Bank Concall Highlights:

RAJNARAYANAN HEAD INVESTOR RELATION
MD & CEO-Shyam Srinivasan
Executive Director-Ashutosh khujuria
Executive Director-Ganesh Sankaran

 Out of Rs 477 Cr of slippages, Rs 221 Cr is from the kerala book (Rs 40-50 Cr increased due to flood impact) and corporate is
about Rs 120 Cr. Guidance of slippages for FY19 will be in the range of Rs 1450-1500 Cr and credit cost will remain at 65-70
bps.

 Kerala Flood- 12 district were flood impacted. Total system level exposure would be around Rs 15k-16k Cr. Federal bank has
Rs1500 Cr of exposure out of which Rs 500 Cr would be account as stress with 2-3 year dispensation. Management expects
Rs 45-50 Cr of slippages per quarter on account of flood in 3Q and 4Q. Management restructured about Rs 35 Cr to the
eligible borrower and it is expected to reach around Rs 100 Cr in the next quarter.

 Breakup of provisions:-Loan loss-Rs 152 Cr, Standard asset-Rs 32 Cr and Rs 105 Cr of investment related to provisions.
Investment provision has 3 separate segment namely market related G-sec bonds, 2 strategic investment were made one
was in EQUIRUS and another was in PCIL of about Rs 30 Cr and the rest is the SR investment.

 NBFC exposure is about 10-12% of the total assets and all of them are in the top rated. Top 4 NBFC exposures is about Rs
3000 Cr.

 The bank has no direct exposure to IL&FS.
 NIM is expected to be maintained at 3.15% and ROA guidance for FY19 is 1%.
 The loan growth momentum of around 22-25% is expected to be maintained going ahead.
 The bank has no plan for branch expansion in the short term, but is willing to expand its RM network.
 The bank has received the regulatory approval for investment in Fedfina (strategic investment partner), the last part of

valuation is remaining which is expected to be completed in the 1st week of November.
 The bank is planning to increase its stake to 26% and even higher in Equirus Capital from 19.9%.
 90% of the book is linked to non-base rate and out of this 50% is linked to MCLR.
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TOP NEWS

Cochin Shipyard said it will buy-back 44 lakh shares representing 3.23 percent of equity shares at Rs 455 per share,
aggregating to Rs 200 crore. The record date for buy-back is set for Oct. 31.

Lakshmi Machine Works said it will consider buy-back of equity shares on Oct. 22

IIFL Holdings’ wealth management arm acquired Chennai-based ‘Wealth Advisors India’ for Rs 253.6 crore. This
acquisition will increase the company’s client base and further expansion of wealth management in South India.

Lemon Tree Hotels signed a license property for 70 room property in Mumbai. The hotel is expected to be operational
by June 2019.

NHPC: Baira Siul Power Station (180MW) in Himachal Pradesh said it was going for a complete shutdown for six months,
starting Oct. 15 for renovation and modernization works.

NBCC signed a MoU with Ministry of External Affairs to construct convention center in West Africa’s Niger. Apart from
this, the company said that eight more convention centers will come up in Africa, with the government spending for all
these projects pegged at Rs 200 crore.

Federal Mogul Goetze (India) said its open offer for 25.02 percent capital, comprising 1.4 crore equity shares, will be
offered to public at Rs 420.05 apiece by the America based acquirer Tenneco. The offer closing date is Dec. 12.

Infosys Q2: Consolidated net profit rises 13.8 percent to Rs 4,110 crore versus Rs 3,612 crore, revenue increases 7.7
percent to Rs 20,609 crore versus Rs 19,128 crore; revenue in dollar terms rises 3.2 percent in dollar terms and 4.2
percent in constant currency terms QoQ. Guidance: FY19 constant currency revenue growth maintained at 6-8 percent
and margin maintained at 22-24 percent. Company's large deal wins crossed $2 billion in Q2.

Hero MotoCorp Q2: Net profit falls 3.4 percent to Rs 976 crore versus Rs 1,010.5 crore; revenue rises 8.6 percent to Rs
9,091 crore versus Rs 8,371.4 crore YoY.

According to a Reuters report, US oil prices extended gains on Wednesday after industry data showed a surprise decline
in US crude inventories

The rupee climbed 35 paise to end at nearly two-week high of 73.48 per dollar on Tuesday amid softening crude oil
prices and easing concerns over the trade deficit



EXCHANGE Date SECURITY NAME DEAL TYPE QUANTITY PRICE

BSE 16-Oct-18 AAL BHAGWATPRASAD MANILAL PATEL S 74000 62

BSE 16-Oct-18 AKI JHAVERI TRADING AND INVESTMENT PVT LTD B 520000 11

BSE 16-Oct-18 ASHARI MAKWANA FALGUN B 79706 31

BSE 16-Oct-18 ASHARI MAKWANA FALGUN S 79706 31

BSE 16-Oct-18 ASHARI JAY BHAVSAR B 70000 31

BSE 16-Oct-18 ASHARI MAYUR MAHESHKUMAR PANCHAL B 80000 31

BSE 16-Oct-18 ASHARI VIJAY KUMAR AGGARWAL S 200000 31

BSE 16-Oct-18 CONCRETE MONISH SHAILESH SHAH . B 50000 7

BSE 16-Oct-18 ESCORP SAJANKUMAR RAMESHWARLAL BAJAJ S 280000 16

BSE 16-Oct-18 ESCORP SHAH MUKESHKUMAR BABULAL B 280000 16

BSE 16-Oct-18 FIVECORE JAIN B 894254 2

BSE 16-Oct-18 FIVECORE KAILASH CHANDRA SARAF S 883170 1.88

BSE 16-Oct-18 NATECO KALPESH VARDHILAL SHAH S 15545 59.92

BSE 16-Oct-18 NATECO KALPESH VARDHILAL SHAH B 2116 67.44

BSE 16-Oct-18 NATECO HARISH PRANJIVAN VORA S 21388 60.21

BSE 16-Oct-18 OBRSESY RESOURCE OPZIONE CONSULTANCY PRIVATE LIMITED B 41751 7.52

BSE 16-Oct-18 OBRSESY SHARMALI HARESHBHAI SHAH S 37200 7.55

BSE 16-Oct-18 RAJOOENG HANSABEN DIPAKBHAI PUJARA S 435751 31.49

BSE 16-Oct-18 RAJOOENG HANSABEN DIPAKBHAI PUJARA B 447438 31.75

BSE 16-Oct-18 SAIBABA SHOWMAN TRADING COMPANY LLP S 1003610 1.3

BSE 16-Oct-18 SAIBABA HAIDERALI KUTUBALI NOORANI B 585000 1.3

BSE 16-Oct-18 SAIBABA JAYSHREE BHARAT BORSE B 603000 1.3

BSE 16-Oct-18 SHAILJA AKSHAR INVESTMENT S 35800 20.78

BSE 16-Oct-18 SHUBHAM AFPL TRADELINK LLP B 30000 43.05

BSE 16-Oct-18 SHUBHAM INDRESH WAGHJIBHAI SHAH B 30000 43.1

BSE 16-Oct-18 SHUBHAM PARIMALBHAI JASHVANTBHAI MODI B 30000 43.3

BSE 16-Oct-18 SHUBHAM VIRAL MUKUNDBHAI SHAH B 30000 44.1

BSE 16-Oct-18 SHUBHAM ELITE ACCFIN SOLUTIONS PRIVATE LIMITED B 105000 43.33

BSE 16-Oct-18 SHUBHAM KUNJAL SHANI PATEL B 33000 43.75

BSE 16-Oct-18 SHUBHAM SAHAY INVESTMENT SERVICES PRIVATE LIMITED B 39000 43.45

BSE 16-Oct-18 SKYGOLD ARYAMAN BROKING LIMITED B 52000 183

BSE 16-Oct-18 SRDAPRT ANAND KUMAR KABRA S 15000 4.75

BSE 16-Oct-18 SUNRETAIL AMIT PRAVINCHANDRA KARIA B 54000 36

BSE 16-Oct-18 SUNRETAIL AMIT PRAVIN KARIA (HUF) B 54000 36

BSE 16-Oct-18 SUPERIOR SEEMA SHARMA B 25000 14.67

BSE 16-Oct-18 SUPERIOR ANKUR AGGARWAL S 25000 14.67

BSE 16-Oct-18 SUPRBPA PARESH HARISHKUMAR THAKKER B 41249 27.25
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BULK DEAL

CLIENT NAME
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F&O  OPEN  INTEREST ( Number of Contracts )

Long Position Short Position 

MARKET MOVERS (1 MONTH CHANGE)

Nifty Movers NSE Sectoral Indices Performance
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BSE Code Company Name BSE Code Company Name
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Country Monday 15th October 18 Tuesday 16th October 18 Wednesday 17th October 18 Thursday 18th October 18 Friday 19th October 18

US

 Core Retail Sales (MoM) 

(Sep) , Core Retail Sales 

(MoM) (Sep) ,NY Empire State 

Manufacturing Index (Oct), 

Business Inventories (MoM) 

(Aug),Federal Budget Balance

 Industrial Production 

(MoM) (Sep),JOLTs Job 

Openings (Aug), API Weekly 

Crude Oil Stock

Building Permits (Sep), Crude Oil 

Inventories, FOMC Meeting Minutes

 Initial Jobless Claims, 

Philadelphia Fed Manufacturing 

Index (Oct),Philly Fed 

Employment (Oct)

Existing Home Sales (Sep), U.S. 

Baker Hughes Oil Rig Count

UK/EURO ZONE

 Average Earnings Index 

+Bonus (Aug), Claimant 

Count Change (Sep), 

Unemployment Rate (Aug), 

Trade Balance (Aug)

 CPI (YoY) (Sep),CPI (MoM) (Sep), 

PPI Input (MoM) (Sep)

 EU Leaders Summit , Retail Sales 

(MoM) (Sep)
 BoE Gov Carney Speaks 

INDIA  WPI Inflation (YoY) (Sep) Holiday-Dasara

Economic Calendar 
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